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1. Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to give an effective test for the membership 
problem in the case of a polynomial complete intersection. 
Let P,,.. .,P,E@[z,,.. . , z,J be polynomials defining a complete intersection 
in @” (i.e. {P, = l l l = Pr = 0} is not empty and has pure dimension n - r) and 
denote 
I(P,,...,P,)= 
For any natural number k, we associate to the ideal I(P,, . . . , P,) a homoge- 
neous system of linear equations Sk, which characterizes membership to 
I(&..., P,) up to degree k in the following sense: Given a polynomial Q E 
a=[z,, l - - 7 z,,] of degree bounded by k, the vector of coel’hcients of Q is a solution 
of Sk iff Q E I( P, , . . . , P,). 
We first solve the case r = n based on the local duality given by the point 
residual operators. Next, we reduce the general complete intersection case to the 
point case with the aid of appropriate fibrations. 
The entries of the matrix of S, can be expressed rationally in the coefficients of 
PLY.9 P,. As a consequence, when the coefficients of the given polynomials 
p,,..., P, lie in some subfield K of C, the entries of the matrix also belong to K. 
* A preliminary version of this paper htis been presented at the IX ELAM, Santiago de Chile. 
1988. 
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Moreover, the matrix of Sk can be effectively computed from the inputs 
p*,..., P, in sequential time k”(“) + dotn2’, where d r: max{deg(P,): i = 1, . . . , r} 
and dz3. 
2. The point case 
We analyze first the case of II polynomials P, , . . . , Pn having a finite zero set Z 
in C”. For QEC[Z,,..., z,,] and x E 2, &.[ Q] will denote the operator which 
sends each germ cp of holomorphx. ‘c function at x’ to the complex number 
Res Q(z)Q(z) dz, A l l 9 A dz, 
x 
PI(Z) l l l P,(4 
(cf. [3,7]) and RP[ Q] will denote the operator on global homomorphic functions 
RP~QI(Q) = 2 Rp,xiQl(~) 9 Q E fY@“) l 
XEZ 
The operator R&Q] is, in fact, a polynomial in homomorphic derivatives of 
the delta distribution SX (cf. [3]); more precisely, there exist ~1, E IV0 and complex 
constants (c_ :(wENi, O~la,/~n,) such that for every q~6”, 
0 * RR,] 21((P) = 2 c,.,D,Q(X) 7 
Os]a~~n* 
where, as usual, 1 a 1 denotes the number cyr + l l l + a, and 
Da = azq 
alal 
1 
. . . azp a 
We note ord R,,[Q] = max{]a!]: c,,, #O} + 1, 
c xEz 0rc.1 MQI- . 
and ord R,[Q] = 
Proposition 2.1. R,,iQ] = 0 for 
with deg(S) 5 ord &[Q] - 1. 
all x E Ze R,[Q](S) = 0 for any polynomial S 
Proof. By the local description (*) of the residual operator, the proof is reduced 
to finding polynomials of total degree at most ord RP[ Q] - 1 with prescribed 
derivatives at ea+ K E Z up to order ord Rp,J Q] - 1. 
Infact,ifZ={x,,...,x,} andnj:= ord R,,J Q] - 1, given any i and Q E Qxi, 
one can construct a polynomial S of degree at most ord RP[ Q] - 1 = c:=, nj + 
k - 1 such that 
O,S(xi) = DaQ(Xi) for all OS 1~~1~ “i , 
and for all j # i 
D,S(x,)=O foral10+]3zj. 
Then, &,xi[Qlb) = R,[QlW 
S can be obtained as follows: 
-If k=l, 
pz - x,)” 
at! l 
- If k > 1, choose for each i # i a coordinate e(i) such that z~&~) # Z,(j)(Xi), 
and let h be the following polynomial of degree Cj~i nj + k - 1: 
h = fl ize( j) - Z,( j,(Xj))“+* . 
jici 
We seek g of degree 12, such that S = g l h. Then, the polynomial g must 
the conditions: 
satisfy 
S(Xi) = &Xi). h(Xi) 7
Das(xi) = Dadxi)a h(xi) + C c/3,trDfidxi)a D -,h(xi) 7 
a-pf3qj 
On setting D,S(Xi) = D, a for all 0 5 ] Q! I 5 ni, we can determine D, g(x,) 
recursively because h(xi) # 0, and thus find g by means of its Taylor expansion at 
xiasin thecasek=l. Cl 
fioposition 2.2. ord RP[ Q] zs ny=, de&P,). 
Proof. The above inequality is a consequence of the following facts: 
(i) ord R,[Q] 5 ord R,[l]. 
(ii) Let JH, denote the maximal ideal in 0” and m(x) = min{m: A,” C 
&(P,,..*, P,)}. Then, ord R,,[l] = m(x) (cf. [5]). 
(iii) If (PI,. . . , P,,), denotes the local intersection number 
dim&/$(P,, . . . , P,), 
Theorem 2.3. Given Q E C[z,, . . . , z,J, Q = ~051plSM C$, the following two 
conditions are eauivalent : 
69 QWP,,...,P,). 
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(b) The vector of coeficients (Cp : 0 5 1 p i 5 M) verifies the folio wing linear 
sys tern : 
2 cp * RJl](z=+@) = 0 
P 
for all LY E IV: su that O=lal In;=, d&Pi) - 1. 
Proof. Since Cp C&J l](z *+‘) = &,[Q](z*), by the two previous propositions 
condition (b) is equivalent to 
(c) Rps[ Q] = 0, for all x E 2. 
On the other hand, as a consequence of the local duality given by the residual 
operator (cf. [7]), condition (c) is equivalent to QX E &(Pi , . . . , P,J, for al! 
x E. 2. Now, this last condition is equivalent to local algebraic membership for 
each .X E 2 (cf. [ 1 l]), which is in turn equivalent to the global algebraic condition 
(a>* q 
3. Algebraic behaviour of the residual operator associated to a polynomial 
complete intersection 
3.1. Givea a regular sequence P, (z), . . . , P,(z), it is possible to find a linear 
change of coordinates z = w l M, given by M E GL(n, CB), and polynomials 
F,(w), . . . , F,(W), A,(W) (15 i,j” r), such that: 
(i) fi(w) = Cr=, A,,(W). Pi(W), j= 1,. . . , r. 
(ii) Each &. depends only on Wjy wj+l,. . . , W, and deg,(q) =deg(F-). 
polynomial with this last property will be called semimonic in wi.) 
J 
(A 
(iii) The coefficients of Fi( w) and A;j( W) are rational polynomial functions in 
the coefficients of P,(w), . . . , P,(w), and so they can be expressed as rational 
polynomials in the coefficients of P, (z), . . . , P,(z) (rational polynomial means a 
polynomial with coefficients in a). 
These polynomials can be classically obtained by iterated elimination of vari- 
ables by means of resultants (cf. [9]), and they are the key for the polynomial 
behaviour of the residual operators described in Theorem 3.3 below. However, 
this effective method is not satisfactory from the complexity point of view, since 
the bounds for the degrees of Fi and A, become doubly exponential in r. The 
algorithms recently given in [6] solve the problem of finding M, Fi and A, 
verifying (i) and (ii) with simply exponential complexity bounds (see Section 5). 
Remarks 3.2. (1) The procedures of [9] and [6] involve effective algorithmic 
choices of changes of variables to get semimonic polynomials. However, these 
choices are not algebraic functions of the coefficients of the data Pi, . l l , P,. 
(2) If the hypothesis of complete intersection is not verified, the procedures of 
both [9] and [6] break down at atime step. 
(3) The coordinates w verify the fo!!owing property: 
The linear projection 7r : @” ---, Cnmr, r(w) = ( y+ 1, . . . , w,, ), is a proper map 
from the common zero locus of the polynomials P, , . . . , P, onto @“-‘. 
Theorem 3.3. Given P, , . . . , P, and coordinates w as in 3.1, denote w’ = 
( WI 7***9 WJ and x=(w,+,,.. . , w,,). Then, for any Q E @[w] = C[ w’, xl, the 
mapping 
RX”-‘+@, X-R PW.,,[QW M1) 
is a polynomial function qf x. Its coeficients are effectively computable; they are 
rational functions in the coefJicients of P,( w’, x), . . . , P,(w’, x), and they ci’epend 
linearly cn the coefJicients of Q. 
Proof. By the Transformation Law (cf. [7]), we have 
R ~(w..x)IQ(w’y X)](l) = R,,.,,,[det(Aij(w’, x)) l Q(w’, x)]( 1) 
/Fi and A, as in 3.1). 
Taking into account 3.l(iii) and the linearity of the residual operator, the 
theorem will be proved if we show that, for each 6 E Ni, the mapping 
is an effectively computable polynomial function whose coefficients are rational 
functions in the coefficients of F,, . . . , F,. 
Now, taking into account 3.l(ii), for each x E UYvr, RF~,,~~,~[wrP](l) can be 
computed by iterating residues in a single variable. Namely, 
where R F,(w’,x)bfw) is th e f unction which assigns to any fixed (w, . . . , w,, x) 
the complex number 
c -- 
AEC 
This ir, just the property of transitivity of the algebraic residues [8], which in the 
complex case can also be proved as follows: Let B(x) be an open ball in C=’ 
containing the zero set Z(x) = { w’ E C’: FI (w’, x) = F2(w’, x) = m . l = F,.(w), x) = 
O}. Then, for any sufficiently small E > 0, 
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R F(w'.x)I~'plw 
1 =- 
(27# I 
wtP dw’ 
{ w’EB(X): lFi( W’,x)l=E,lSizSr} 
&(w’, x) l l l F,(w’, x) - 
The stated iterated formula is now a consequence of Fubini’s theorem. 
We will show that R Fl(w’.*~bfw) is a polynomial function in (w2, . . . , w,, A-); 
it will follow that RFcw~,,,[w’B](l) is also a polynomial function in x by iterating 
the same argument. 
In fact, let 
F,(w’, X) = C W: ’ ~. Gi(W2,. . . , X)W:i) , 
i=l 
with c E C - {O}, deg(Gi) 5 i aad denote Q = 1 + c:=, GiW: E @[w’, x]. Then, 
These derivatives 
wl=o 
are polynomial functions of degree at most j which can be recursively determined 
from the equality 
(zBjwi)*(l+k Giw:)=l* q 
We want to remark that similar ideas for the computation of point multiple 
residues are already used for instance in [ 121. 
4. The linear equation for the membership problem in 
intersection case 
.l. Given P,, . . . , Pr, Q E @[q, . . . , z,,] 
system verifying : 
the general complete 
and (WI, x) a coordinate 
for all x0 E Cner , dim, h {Pi(w’, x,) = O> = 0, 
i=l 
the folio wing conditions are equivalent: 
(a) Q E I(P, , . . . , P$ 
(b) For all x E C,,-‘, RP(wO,xI [ Q(w’, x)](w”) = 0, for all p E NL subject to ]p] 5 
nr= 1 deg(PJ - 1. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.3, (a) is equivalent to: 
(c) Q, E &(P, , . . . , P,), for all z E Cn. 
Now, by Theorem 4.3 of [4], (c) is equivalent to: 
(d) for all x E CnWr the respective restrictions Q, P, , . . , pr to the fiber @’ x {x} 
verify Q,. E &,(F,, . . . , P,), for all w’ E Cr. 
Again as in Section 2, (d) is equivalent to condition (b). Cl 
Gathering all the above information, we have the following result: 
Theorem 4.2. Given a complete intersection PI, . . . , P, E @[zl , . . . , z,J and 
k E N, there is an efiective choice of M E GL(n, 6IJ) such that, in coordinates 
(w’, x) = z l M, one can construct a 'residual' homogeneous system of linear 
equations Sk satisfying: 
(i) ForallQEC[z,,..., z,,] with deg( Q) 5 k, Q E I( P, , . . . , P,) iff the vector 
of coeficients of Q(w’, x) is a solution of S,. 
(ii) The entries of the matrix of Sk can be expressed rationally in the coeffjcients 
of PI(Z), l l l , P,(z). 
Proof. Let (w’, x) be as in Section 3. Then, by Theorem 3.3 we know that 
P,(x) := Rp(wJQW x)10+? is a polynomial function of x. Moreover, we can 
give a bound for deg,(P&x)) in terms of the data (see Section 5). Then, condition 
(b) in Proposition 4.1 is reduced to a finite number of linear equations in the 
coefficients of Q with the desired properties. q 
Note. The hypothesis dim, r‘l r= 1 ( Pj( w ‘, x0) = 0} = 0 fog all x, E @” -’ in Proposi- 
tion 4.1, without some additional requirement such as semi-monicity, is not 
sufficient to get the polynomial behaviour of Pp (x), as the following example 
shows: 
Letn=2, r=l , P, = P= w + w2x, Q = 1, p =O. Then, 
R P(w,x) 
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5. The complexity of computing the matrices of the linear systems S, 
Given P,, . . , Pr E@[z,, . . . , z,3, denote d, := deg(P,), L) := n:=, d, and let 
d-L,, dzd, for all i= 1,. . .,r. 
The algorithm described in [6, Section I] solves the problem of finding a system 
of coordinates (W ‘, X) in ‘Noether position’ for I( P, , . . l , PJ, with complexity 
bounds which are simply exponential in n. For any choice of such (IV’, x), it is 
possible to find polynomials 4 and A, (i, j = 1, . . . , r) verifying 3.1(i) and (ii) 
with degrees bounded by d”(d’ + I ) (cf. [6]). (These algorithms with simply 
exponential bounds are based on the affine versions of the effective Null- 
stellensatz after [ 11, see also [lo].) 
As a consequence, P,(x) = Rp~w.,x~[Q(~v’, x)](wvp) is a olynomial function of x 
for any polynomial Q (same proof as in Theorem 3.3). We will next show a bound 
for its degree. 
Lemma 5.1. For each p E Nk, 
rd”(d’ + 1). 
P&)=~ 0~ deg,V’&F-deg(e, + bI+ 
Proof. Denote A = (A,). Then, deg(det A) 5 rd”(d” + 1) and 
det A- Q(w’, x) = 2 c,,w"*x~ , 
la+ylsk 
where k : = rd”(d’ + 1) + deg Q. 
As in Theorem 3.3, 
p,(x) = RP(w~.X) IQ@‘, x)](w”) = R ~~wrx#ef A l QIWB) 
= c cayxyRF[ wla +‘I( 1) . 
la+y(5k 
Now, for any p= ( pl,. . . , & E I+&, RF[ I’m] is computed by the iterated 
procedure: 
where R,,[ wr’]( 1) = 0 or 
deg(w,.....lr.,.x) w~,[w~‘l(l)) zs PI- deg 4 + 1 
(see Theorem 3.3). 
Suppose without loss of generality r = 2 and 
R,. 1 [wyl]( 1) = d,,x’w; . 
Then, 
Therefore, 
We get, for any r 5 $2: RF[ wa+l ” 1\Ij-O OH 
deg,(xYR,!wa”](l))~ Iv] + Ia + p! - i deg Fj + r 
I=1 
5 IYI + I4 + IPI ‘ 
Finally, P,(x) = 0 or deg,(P,(x)) 5 rd”(d’ + 1) + &g(Q) + IpI- Cl 
Remark 5.2. In fact, by the algorithms described in [6, Section 11, it is possible to 
Gnd polynomials Fi = Fi( wi , x), i = 1, . . . , r, depending only on n - r + 1 variables 
with the same complexity bounds. If this is the GK. RF[ w’“]( 1) becomes a 
product of r residues in a single variable. 
Corollary 9.3. Let N = k + D - 1 + rd*( d’ + 1). The matrix of the linear system S, 
associated to the polynomials P, , . . . , P, in Theorem 4.2 has at most 
(N-t!;r)(D-:+r) 
rows (and ( n i k ) columns). 
In the particular case r = ?I, the 1:&42!?er C* _p WK:.S of Sk ip ( “-f + n ). 
independently of k. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.1, deg,( Pti (x)) 5 N for all p E NI; verifying I p I 5 D - 1. 
There are ( D -,’ + ’ ) different such fi, and ~a;*la Pfi (x) has at most ( N z-” L r ) 
coefficients. Cl 
Remark 5.4. After Corollary 5.3, the umber of cquatii-ns of the system & is 
bounded by (k + D + rd”(d’ + 1))” ” ’ - 19’. Mo,rcow~ 9 taking into account the 
complexity bounds in [6, Section 11, to get an appropriate coordinate system 
(w’, x) together with polynomials &, A ii, i, j = 1, . . . , r, and the proof of Theorem 
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3.3 (which shows how to compute global residues), the matrix of S, can be 
computed from the inputs P l?“‘V P, in sequential time kO(“) + dO(“Z! 
6. Changing the field 
When the coefficients of the polynomials P,, . . . , P, defining a complete 
intersection in @” lie in some subfield K of @ (e.g. K = Cl!), all the entries of the 
matrices of the linear systems S, also lie in K, as a consequence of the proof of 
Theorem 3.3. The linear system Sk describes membership to the ideal generated 
by &,..., P, in K[x] up to degree k, for any k E N. 
Given Grothendieck’s notion of residues over an arbitrary algebraically closed 
field [S], it is natural to ask if our results are still valid in any field K with 
char K = 0. We thank the referee for bringing up this point. In fact, this seems to 
be the case although we have not checked the details. We leave it for the 
interested reader. Pertinent o this question are [8] and B. Angeniol, Residus et 
effectivite, Preprint, 1983. 
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